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ON THE STRUCTURE OF T -λ-SPHERICAL

COMPLETIONS OF O-MINIMAL FIELDS.

PIETRO FRENI

Abstract. Let T be the theory of an o-minimal field and T0 a common
reduct of T and Tan.

I adapt Mourgues’ and Ressayre’s constructions to deduce structure
results for T0-reducts of T -λ-spherical completion of models of Tconvex.

These in particular entail that whenever RL is a reduct of Ran,exp

defining the exponential, every elementary extension of RL has an ele-
mentary truncation-closed embedding in No. This partially answers a
question in [3].

The main technical result is that certain expansion of Hahn fields by
generalized power series interpreted as functions defined on the positive
infinitesimal elements, have the property that truncation closed subsets
generate truncation closed substructures. This leaves room for possi-
ble generalizations to the case in which T0 is power bounded but not
necessarily a reduct of Tan.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation and background. Recall that given an (ordered) field
K and a linearly ordered group (M, ·, <) the (ordered) Hahn field K((M))
consists of the formal series f :=

∑

m kmm whose support Supp(f) := {m ∈
M : km 6= 0} is well ordered with respect to the opposite order on M.
The field operations are given by the term-wise sum and Cauchy’s product
formula.

A distinctive feature of these objects is that they have an extra notion of
infinite sum that is useful in applications, for example it allows for a natural
interpretation of power series at infinitesimal elements (cf [12]).

Subfields of K((M)) are usually referred to as fields of generalized series
and can inherit the extra summability structure of the ambient K((M)).

Fields of generalized series played an important role in the study of o-
minimal fields (see for example [14], [21] or, more recently, [16]).

The study of their relation with o-minimal fields follows several line of
investigation. The ones that will be addressed in this paper can be broadly
synthesized in the following two loose questions:

Q1 let K be an o-minimal field, and E ⊆ K((M)) some field of gener-
alized series containing K, when does E admit an expansion to an
elementary extension of K?

Q2 let K be an o-minimal structure, and let E ⊆ K((M)) be given a
structure of elementary extension of K, what elementary extensions
of K admit truncation closed elementary embeddings into E?

By a truncation of f ∈ K((M)) we mean an element of the form f |m :=
∑

n>m knn and truncation closed means closed under taking truncations of
the elements.

The fields of generalized series E ⊆ K((M)) for which the inherited summa-
bility structure is more relevant are obtained by restricting the family of
allowed supports in the definition of Hahn field from all well ordered sets
to some suitable ideal B of subsets of M (cf [1], [7]), such subfields will be
denoted by K((M))B . These are the fields for which also the two questions
above seem more relevant.

If B consists of the well ordered subsets with cardinality strictly less then
some uncountable cardinal λ, K((M))B is denoted by K((M))λ and is called
a λ-bounded Hahn field.

The first question is known to have positive answer in the case E = K((M))
and K is power-bounded whenever M is a vector space over the exponents of
K (this is a consequence of the so called residue-valuation property, see [23,
Sec.s 9 and 10], [18, Ch. 12 and 13] and [6], or [5, Sec. 4] for a self-contained
treatment).

On the contrary, if K is exponential, [8, Thm. 1], entails that no field of
the form K((M)) admits an expansion to an elementary extension of K.

It is also known that for suitably constructed pairs (M, B), R((M))B can
naturally be expanded to elementary extension of Ran,exp: most notable
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examples are the field of LE and EL transexponential series and the certain
constructions of λ-bounded Hahn fields (cf [22], [9]).

Such naturally constructed extensions often enjoy the following two prop-
erties of compatibility of the exponential with the “serial” structure:

(D) log(M) ⊆ K((M>1))B (cf [14])
(T4) for every sequence of monomials (mn)n∈N with mn+1 ∈ Supp(logmn)

for all n ∈ N, there is N ∈ N such that for all n ≥ N , logmn =
cn ±mn+1 for some cn with Supp cn > mn+1 (cf [17]).

In that regard Q1 can be further specialized to the question of whether
such structure can be choosen so that it satisfies this two extra conditions.

Answers to the second question have instead been given in [11] for real
closed fields and in [4] and [3] respectively for K = Ran,exp and K = RW,exp

with W a Weierstrass system and K((M))B = No the (class-sized) field of
surreal numbers with its natural (W, exp) structure.

More recently, in [16], Rolin, Servi, and Speissegger, obtain related re-
sults for certain Generalized Quasianalytic Algebras as defined in [15]. More
specifically, for A = an∗ or A a truncation closed and natural GQA contain-
ing the restricted exponential (see [16, Def. 3.4]), they explicitly construct
a truncation-closed ordered differential field embedding of the Hardy field
H(RA,exp) of the o-minimal structure RA,exp, in the field T of transseries.
Such embedding is also an LA,exp-embedding if T is given a suitable natural
LA-structure ([16, Sec. 4.2]).

In [5, Thm. B], the author showed that every T -convexly valued o-minimal
field, admits for every cardinal λ a so-called T -λ-spherical completion, that
is, a unique-up-to-non-uinque-isomorphism elementary extension that is prime
(i.e. weakly initial) among all the λ-spherically complete elementary exten-
sions, and that such completion preserves the residue field.

This provides leverage toward further partial answers to Q1: it is not
hard to see that given any T -convexly valued (E,O) |= Tconvex, for λ large
enough, the real closed reduct of a T -λ-spherical completion has the form
K((M))λ with K the residue field of (E,O) and M some ordered group.

The present paper aims at providing further partial answers towards the
two line of investigation Q1 and Q2. In that regard we will obtain, as
corollaries of Theorem C, that in the case T defines an exponential:

C1 for λ large enough the reduct of the T -λ-spherical completion of
(E,O) to the language of valued exponential field is isomorphic to a
field of the form K((M))λ endowed with an exponential satisfying D
and T4;

C2 if T is a reduct of Tan,exp defining the exponential, then elementary
extensions of the T -reduct RT of Ran,exp admit truncation closed
elementary embeddings into the field No of surreal numbers.

1.2. Setting and Main Results. Let K be an ordered field with powers
from a field Λ and M be a multiplicatively written ordered Λ-vector space.
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Recall that an n-varied non-singular generalized power series is a formal
expression

f(x) =
∑

γ

cγx
γ

with x an n-tuple of variables, γ ranging over the the n-tuples in Λ with
non-negative entries and cγ ∈ K, such that {γ : cγ 6= 0} is a well-partial
order in Λn (with the product order). Each such f can be interpreted as a
function on the positive infinitesimals of the Hahn field K((M)).

The first main result of the paper is a purely formal fact about Hahn
fields expanded with a set F of such series. Namely:

Theorem A (3.20). If the family F is truncation-closed and closed under
f(x0, . . . xn−1) 7→ xi∂xif(x0, . . . , xn−1), and X ⊆ K((M)) is closed under
truncations, then the smallest (F ,+, ·)-structure generated by X ∪M∪K is
closed under truncations.

The proof is by reducing this to a similar problem concerning classical
power series with coefficients in K((M)) that are convergent on the set of
infinitesimal elements (restricted power series). In fact we will deduce The-
orem A from

Theorem B (3.30). Let L be a family of restricted power series with co-
efficients in K((M)), and suppose L is closed under formal derivatives and
coefficient-wise truncations, then the smallest ring containing K ∪ M and
closed under functions in L is closed under truncations.

We will then consider power-bounded o-minimal structures K such that
K((M)) expands naturally to an elementary extension K((M))T of K where
the germs of enough functions definable in K are interpreted on infinitesimals
in K((M)) via generalized power series (serial structures, Definition 4.1).

The main example of serial structure is Ran, but it is easy to show that
all reducts of Ran can be defintionally expanded to serial structures (Corol-
lary 4.9). Although the definition of serial power bounded structure is mod-
eled upon the definition of Generalized Quasianalytic Algebra (GQA) in
[15], we leave open the question of whether all expansion of the reals by a
GQA is interdefinable with a serial structure (4.11).

If the algebras of generalized power series used to interpret these germs
are closed under truncations, Theorem A then ensures that each K((M))T ,
has the property that whenever K � E � K((M))T is truncation closed and
x ∈ K((M)) has all proper truncations in E, the definable closure E〈x〉 of
E ∪ {x} is still truncation closed (Proposition 4.7).

This fact together with results from [5] allows to redo Mourgues’ and
Ressayre’s constructions in [11] and [14] of truncation closed embeddings
(satisfying (D) and (T4) in the case the models in question are expanded
with a compatible exponential). We will need a minor modification of their
construction to take into account the fact that we are aiming in general at
embeddings into the λ-bounded versions of the Hahn fields.
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The main results are best stated in terms of a structure theorem for the
embedding of (E,O) |= Tconvex into its T -λ-spherical completion for suitably
big λ.

Theorem C (5.11). Let E be a tame extension of K, λ be a large enough
cardinal and Eλ the T -λ-spherical completion of (E,CH(K)) |= Tconvex and
let M be a section of the value group of Eλ. Let K0 be a serial power-bounded
reduct of K, so that naturally K((M)) |= ED(K0). Then there is a ED(K0)-
isomorphism η : Eλ → K((M))λ such that exp∗ = η ◦ exp ◦η−1 satisfies (D)
and (T4) and η(E) is truncation closed.

As observed by Mantova, combined with [3, Thm 8.1], this implies C2
(Corollary 5.12).

Theorem C and the above mentioned [16, Main Theorem] are related, but
differ in several regards. To explain the differences consider the specializa-
tion of Theorem C to the case in which T is the theory of the expansion
R0,exp by the unrestricted exponential, of a serial polynomially bounded
structure R0 over the reals, already defining the restricted exponential. In
that case, Theorem C says that every elementary extension E � R0,exp has
a truncation-closed elementary embedding (over R0,exp) in some elementary
extension of the form R0,exp((M))λ where the functions definable in the struc-
ture R0 are interpreted in a natural way and the exponential is interpreted
in such a way that (D) and (T4) are satisfied.

Notice in particular that Theorem C is conditional to the seriality hypoth-
esis on R0 (which, for now, we only know to hold in the case R0 is a reduct of
Tan), that there is no required compatibility with derivatives (as one could
for example require if (E,CH(R)) is expanded to a T -convex T -differential
field as defined in [6]), and that the group M arises from a rather abstract,
and by no means explicit, completion machinery.

On the contrary, [16, Main Theorem], concerns the case E := RA,exp〈t〉
for some t > R and gives an explicit construction for a truncation-closed
differential embedding with respect to the natural “derivation at t”, into
the (explicitly constructed) classical field of transseries T. Moreover it does
not require the seriality of RA, and only requires an extra minor hypothesis
(being an∗ or being natural) on the GQA A.

1.3. Structure of the paper. Section 2 reviews some preliminaries on
T -convexity.

Section 3 is dedicated to the results on formal series: subsections 3.2 and
3.3 are dedicated to the main definitions and the statement of Theorem A;
subsection 3.4 contains the reduction to the restricted power series together
with the main proofs, both of Theorems A and B.

Section 4 defines the scope of applications of the results on formal series
to o-minimal structure: it defines serial power-bounded structures and gives
some examples and basic properties.
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Finally Section 5 is dedicated the revisitation of Mourgues and Ressayre’s
constructions and to the proof of Theorem C.

1.4. Acknowledgments. The author is very grateful to his supervisors
Vincenzo Mantova for his support, constant feedback and for pointing out
Corollary 5.12, and Dugald Macpherson for his support and feedback.

This paper is part of a PhD project at the University of Leeds and is
supported by a Scholarship of the School of Mathematics.

2. Preliminaries on T -convexity

In this section we briefly review T -convexity recalling the main results of
[20], [19], and import some definitions and results from the preprint [5]. If T
is the theory of an o-minimal field, E ≺ E1 |= T , and S ⊆ E1 we will denote
by E〈S〉T := dclT (ES) the T -definable closure of E∪ {S}. We will omit the
subscript T if it is clear from the context.

2.1. T -convexity. Let T be an o-minimal theory expanding RCF in a lan-
guage L. If E |= T , recall that a T -convex subring of E is a convex subring
of E which is closed by continuous T -definable functions f : E → E (by
T -definable we mean ∅-definable in T ). It is said to be non-trivial if E 6= O.
It is not hard to see that if K � E, then the convex hull O := CHE(K) of K
in E is a T -convex valuation subring.

Denote by Lconvex the language obtained expanding L with a unary pred-
icate O and by T−

convex the theory given by T together with an axiom scheme
stating O is a T -convex valuation ring. The theory Tconvex is T−

convex∪{∃x /∈
O}.

This notions were introduced by van den Dries and Lewenberg in [20]
where they proved the following

Theorem 2.1 (van den Dries - Lewenberg, (3.10)-(3.15) in [20]). The theory
Tconvex is complete and weakly o-minimal, moreover if T eliminates quan-
tifiers and has a universal axiomatization (resp. is model-complete) in L,
then Tconvex eliminates quantifiers (resp. is model complete) in Lconvex.

Key-ingredient the fact that if p(x) is a type over an o-minimal structure
E, it can extend in at most two ways to a type over the expanded structure
(E,O) |= T−

convex.

Lemma 2.2 (van den Dries - Lewenberg, (3.6)-(3.7) in [20]). If p(x) is a
unary type over E |= T , (E,O) |= Tconvex, x |= p and O′ is a T -convex
valuation subring of E〈x〉 with O′ ∩ E = O, then O′ ∈ {O−

x ,Ox} where

O−
x := CHE〈x〉(O), Ox := {y ∈ E〈x〉 : |y| < E>O}.

Remark 2.3. Of course if E〈x〉 does not contain any b with O < b < E>O,
then O−

x = Ox. If instead E〈x〉 contains such a b, by the exchange property,
E〈x〉 = E〈b〉 and Ox = Ob. For simplicity in the following we will denote
O−

x = CHE〈x〉(O) by O if there is no ambiguity.
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Recall that an elementary extension K � E of models of T is said to be
tame (notation K �tame E) if K is definably Dedekind-complete in E in the
sense that for every E-definable subset X of E, if X ∩K is bounded, then it
has a supremum in K. It was proven by Marker and Steinhorn in [10] that
K �tame E if and only if for every tuple c of elements in E, tp(c/K) is a
definable type (see also [13]).

Tame extensions of o-minimal structures are closely related to T -convex
valuation rings in fact:

Fact 2.4 (van den Dries - Lewenberg, (2.12) in [20]). If E |= T , O is
a T -convex valuation ring then K � E is maximal among the elementary
substructures of E contained in O if and only if K �tame E and K+ o = O.

To every tame extension K �tame E, is associated a standard part map
stK : CHE(K) → K uniquely defined by the property that for every x ∈
CHE(K), | stK(x)− x| < K>0.

Theorem 2.5 (van den Dries, Sec. 1 in [19]). If (E,O) |= Tconvex, and
K �tame E with CH(K) = O, then stK : O → K induces an isomorphism
between the induced structure on the imaginary sort O/o and K.

In the following we will denote by vO the valuation associated with the
valuation ring O, and by r(E,O) the residue filed sort of a valued field
(E,O).

Definition 2.6. Let T be the theory of an o-minimal field. For (E,O) |=
Tconvex, we will call

• residue T -section a K �tame E, such that O = CH(K);
• K-monomial group a subgroup M ⊆ (E>0, ·) stable under the ac-
tion of Exponents(E) ∩ K and such that vO| : M → vO(E) is an
isomorphism.

Remark 2.7. If T is power-bounded, then each exponent is ∅-definable, so
Exponents(E) = Exponents(T ) is the field of exponents of the theory and
being a K-monomial group does not depend on the T -residue section K, so
we will just say monomial group.

If T is exponential, then Exponents(E) = E and a K-monomial group is
required to be closed under m 7→ exp(k logm) for each k ∈ K.

2.2. Wim-constructible extensions and λ-spherical completions. By
an embedding of models of T−

convex, ι : (E,O) → (E1,O1) we will mean a T -
elementary embedding ι : E → E1 such that ι−1(O1) = O.

Definition 2.8. Let (U,O′) |= T−
convex and E ≺ U, O = E∩O′ (so (E,O) |=

T−
convex). We say that x ∈ U \ E is weakly immediate (wim) (over E) if its

cut is an intersection of valuation balls and that it is weakly immediately
generated (wimg) if E〈x〉 \ E contains a weakly immediate element.

We say that x is residual if (E〈x〉,O′ ∩ E〈x〉) has a strictly larger residue
field than (E,O).
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We say that x is purely valuational if for every y ∈ E〈x〉 \E there is c ∈ E

such that vO′(y − c) /∈ vO′(E).
A principal extension of models of T−

convex is an embedding ι : (E,O) →
(E1,O1) of models of T -convex such that E1 = (ιE)〈x〉T .

The principal extension ι will be said to be wimg, residual or purely val-
uational if x is respectively wimg, residual or purely valuational.

Remark 2.9. By [5, Thm. A] if x wimg it is not residual, hence every x is
either wimg, or residual or purely valuational.

Remark 2.10. If K |= T , then (K,K) |= T−
convex has no wimg principal

extensions.

Remark 2.11. It follows from the residue-valuation property of power-bounded
theories ([23, Sec.s 9 and 10], [18, Ch. 12 and 13], or see [5, Sec. 4]) that if
T is power-bounded with field of exponents Λ, then

(1) for every weakly immediate x, (E〈x〉,O′ ∩ E〈x〉) is an immediate
extension of (E,O);

(2) for every purely valuational x, there is c ∈ E such that vO′(E〈x〉) =
vO′(E) + ΛvO′(x− c).

In particular for T a power-bounded theory, principal extensions of models
of T−

convex are purely valuational if and only if they expand the value group
(so in that context sometimes we will just say valuational instead of purely
valuational).

Definition 2.12. Let (E,O) � (U,O′) |= Tconvex and let x ∈ U weakly
immediate over (E,O). The cofinality of x is the cofinality of the set E<x

or equivalently of −E>x. We say that a weakly immediate x is λ-bounded if
its cofinality is strictly smaller than λ.

Definition 2.13. Let (E,O) � (U,O′) |= Tconvex. We call λ-bounded wim-
construction a sequence (xi : i < µ) of elements of some U indexed by some
ordinal µ, such that for all j < µ, xj is λ-bounded weakly immediate over
(Ej := E〈xi : i < j〉,O′ ∩ Ej). An extension (E∗,O∗) � (E,O) is said
to be λ-bounded wim-constructible if it generated by a λ-bounded wim-
construction.

A wim-construction is a λ-bounded wim-construction for some λ. A wim-
constructible extension is a λ-bounded wim-constructible extension for some
λ.

Remark 2.14. If T is power-bounded, the wim-constructible extensions are
precisely the immediate extensions.

The last section will heavily rely on the following

Theorem 2.15 (Thm. B in [5]). Let (E,O) |= Tconvex, and λ be an uncount-
able cardinal. There is a unique-up-to-non-unique-isomorphism λ-spherically
complete λ-bounded wim-constructible extension (Eλ,Oλ) and it elementar-
ily embeds in every λ-spherically complete extension of (E,O).
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Definition 2.16. We call such (Eλ,Oλ) ≻ (E,O) the T -λ-spherical com-
pletion of (E,O).

Remark 2.17. Notice that a λ-bounded wim-constructible extension of (E,O)
embeds in every λ-spherically complete extension of (E,O). In particular
the T -λ-spherical completion is universal (i.e. weakly terminal) among the
λ-bounded wim-constructible extensions.

3. Truncation closed expansions of Hahn fields

3.1. Well-ordered subsets of ordered Abelian groups. We collect here
some known results about well ordered subsets of ordered Abelian groups
that are relevant for the rest of the paper;

Definition 3.1. Let (Γ, <) be an ordered set. We call a partition P of Γ a
segmentation if every P ∈ P is order-convex. Given two partitions P of Γ
and Q of ∆, we denote by P ⊗Q the partition {P ×Q : P ∈ P, Q ∈ Q} of
Γ×∆.

If (Γ, <,+) is an ordered Abelian group, R is a binary relation on Γ,
X ⊆ Γn and A ⊆ Γ, we denote by XRA the set

XRA := {x = (xi)i<n ∈ X : ∀a ∈ A, Σ(x)Ra}, where Σ(x) =
∑

i<n

xi.

If a ∈ Γ, we denote also by XRa the set XR{a}.

The following Lemma is essentially a restatement of [11, Lem. 3.3].

Lemma 3.2 (Basic Segmentation Lemma). Let (Γ,+, <) be an ordered
Abelian group and S, T ⊆ Γ>0 be well ordered subsets and U ⊆ Γ an up-
per subset of Γ, then there are finite segmentations S of S and T of T such
that S ⊗ T refines the partition generated by (S × T )<U .

Proof. If σ(T × S) ⊆ U the statement is trivial as (S × T )<U = ∅. If
instead σ(T × S) 6⊆ U then set δ0 = min{t ∈ T : ∃s ∈ S, s + t < U} and
γ0 := min{s ∈ S : s+ δ0 ∈ U}, so that (S<γ0 × T )<U = S<γ0 × T<δ0 .

Now repeat the same argument for S+
0 := S≥γ0 and T and notice that

either σ(S≥γ0 × T ) ⊆ U or δ1 := min{t ∈ T : ∃s ∈ S+
0 , s + t ∈ L} < δ0 by

definition of γ0 and S+
0 .

The conclusion follows by induction and from the fact that T is well
ordered. �

Lemma 3.3 (Neumann’s Lemma, from Thm. 1 and 2 in [12]). Let (Γ,+, <)
be an ordered Abelian group and S ⊆ Γ>0 be a well ordered subset, then
Σ :
⋃

k∈N Sk → Γ has well ordered image and finite fibers.

Proof. It suffices to show that there are no k : N → N and (γ̄(n) ∈ Sk(n) :
n ∈ N) such that k is increasing and (Σγ̄(n) : n ∈ N) ∈ ΓN is weakly
decreasing.

Suppose toward contradiction that γ̄ is such a sequence and denote by
v : Γ → vΓ the natural valuation on the ordered group Γ. Notice that
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vΣ
⋃

k∈N Sk = vS, so in particular it is reverse-well ordered, therefore since
vΣγ̄(n) is weakly increasing and vS is reverse well ordered it must eventually
stabilize: so for some m, for all n ≥ m, vΣγ̄(n) = vΣγ̄(m) = v. We can
assume that the sequence (γ̄(n))n∈N was chosen so to get a maximal such v
and so that each γ̄(n) is increasing qua finite sequence.

For each n, let i(n) ≤ k(n) be such that for each j < i(n), v(γj(n)) > v.
Let µ = min{γj(n) : n ∈ N, i(n) ≤ j < k(n)}.

For some N ∈ N, Nµ > Σ(γ̄(n)) for all n ≥ m, so for each n ≥ m there
are at most N many js with vγj(n) = v so i(n) ≥ k(n)−N . Up to possibly
increasing m, we can also assume that k(n) ≥ N for all n ≥ m.

The sequence k′(n) := k(n +m) with γ′(n) = γ(n +m)<k′(n) contradicts
the maximality of v. �

The following Lemma is a curiosity and won’t be used, so the reader may
skip it. It somewhat represents a formal counterpart of Lemma 3.29.

Lemma 3.4 (Segmentation Lemma). Let (Γ,+, <) be an ordered Abelian
group and T ⊆ Γ≥0, S ⊆ Γ>0 well ordered subsets. Then for every γ ∈ Γ
and n ∈ N, there are finite segmentations S of S and T of T such that, such
that for all m ∈ N, the partition T ⊗S⊗m of T × (S×m) refines the partition
generated by

(

T × (S×m)
)

<γ
.

Proof. Let v : Γ>0 → vΓ be the natural valuation on Γ and ≺,�,∼,≍ the
corresponding dominance, strict dominance and asymptotic equivalences.
We prove the statement by induction on the pair of order types of S and T .

If the order type of S is 0, then S = ∅ and by Lemma 3.2, the statement
holds for S, and for every T .

Fix γ ∈ Γ. Segment S as S := S�γ ⊔ S≺γ . Notice that there is m0 ∈ N

such that for all m > m0, ((S�γ)
×m)>[γ]∼ = (S�γ)

×m.
By Lemma 3.2, there is a finite segmentation S0 of S�γ and a finite

segmentation T0 of T such that for all m ≤ m0, T0⊗S⊗m
0 refines the partition

generated by (T × S×m
�γ )>[γ]∼ and (T × S×m

�γ )<[γ]∼ .

This implies that S1 := S0∪{S≺γ} is such that for all m, T0⊗S⊗m
1 refines

the partition generated by (T × S×m)>[γ]∼ and (T × S×m)<[γ]∼ .
Now distinguish two cases
Case 1 : S≺γ 6= S. Notice that for each R̄ := (Ri)i<m ∈ S×m

0 and U ∈ T0,
U ×

∏

R̄ ⊆ (T × S×m)∼γ if and only if min(U) +
∑

i<mmin(Ri) ∼ γ.

Notice that the set M := {(U, R̄) : m ∈ N, U ∈ T0, R̄ ∈ Sm
0 , U ×

∏

R̄ ⊆
(T × S×m)∼γ} is finite.

Given (U, R̄) ∈ M we can apply the inductive hypothesis with T ′ =
Σ(U ×

∏

R̄), S′ = S≺γ , because the order type of S′ is strictly smaller
than the order type of S. This yields a finite segmentation T ′ of T ′ and a
finite segmentation S ′ of S′ such that for all n ∈ N, T ′ ⊗ S⊗n refines the
partition generated by (T ′ × S′)<γ . By Lemma 3.2 this implies there is a
finite segmentation T ′′ of T ′′ = U ∪

⋃

R̄ such that {Σ(X̄) : X̄ ∈ T ′′⊗m}
refines T ′.
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Thus refining T0 to T so that T |U refines T ′′|U and S1 to S so that S|Ri

refines T ′′|Ri
for all pairs (U, R̄), yields the required segmentations.

Case 2 : S≺γ = S. For each U ∈ T0 with U ⊆ [γ]∼, either Σ(U ×Sm) < γ
for every n, or T ′ = U −minU and S′ = S are in the hypothesis of case 1
for γ′ = γ −minU . In any case by the inductive hypothesis we get a finite
segmentation TU of U and SU of S such that for every m ∈ N, TU ⊗ S⊗m

U
refines the partition generated by (U × S×m)<γ . Refining T0 and S1 to T
and S respectively so that for all U ∈ T0 with U ⊆ [γ]∼, S refines SU and
T |U refines TU yields again the required finite segmentations. �

3.2. Rings of generalized series. Let (M, ·, 1,≤) be a (possibly partially)
ordered cancellative monoid. The ring of generalized series K((M)) with
coefficients from a ring K and monomials from M is defined as the K-module
of M-tuples (fm)m∈M ∈ KM whose support Supp f := {m : fm 6= 0} is a well-
partial order for the induced order by the reverse order ≤op on M (that is,
Supp f does not contain infinite increasing sequences nor infinite antichains
for <).

A family (fi)i∈I ∈ K((M)) is said to be summable if for each m ∈ M,
{i : (fi)m 6= 0} is finite and

⋃

i∈I Supp fi is still a well-partial order for ≤op.
If (fi)i∈I is summable its sum is defined as the function

(

∑

i∈I

fi

)

m

:=
∑

i∈I

(fi)m.

Elements of M are regarded as elements of K((M)) by identifying m with
the function that is 1 at m and 0 at n 6= m. In that sense every element
f ∈ K((M)) can be regarded as the sum of the summable family (fmm)m∈M,
so

f =
∑

m∈M

mfm.

The product · on K((M)) is defined as the only K-bilinear extension of
the product on M which is strongly bilinear in the sense that for every pair
(gi)i∈I and (fj)j∈J of summable families in K((M)),

(

∑

i∈I

fi

)

·





∑

j∈J

fj



 =
∑

(i,j)∈I×J

fi · fj.

It is not hard to verify that defining the product as
((

∑

m∈M

amm

)

·

(

∑

n∈M

bnn

))

p

:=
∑

mn=p

ambn

yields the required property.

Definition 3.5 (Truncations and Segments). If S is a segment of M, and
f ∈ K((M)) we will call S-segment of f the series f |S =

∑

m∈S fm. If
m ∈ M, the m-truncation of f , denoted by f |m is the S-segment of f with
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S = {n : n > m}. A subset X ⊆ K((M)) will be said to be closed under
truncations if for each f ∈ X and each m ∈ M, f |m ∈ X, it will be said
to be closed under segments if for every f ∈ X and every segment S of M,
f |S ∈ X.

Remark 3.6. If M is totally ordered and X is subgroup of K((M)), then X
is closed under truncations if and only if it is closed under segments.

If N0,N1, . . . ,Nn−1 are totally ordered Abelian groups and M = N0 ×
· · · ×Nn−1 is endowed with the partial order, every subgroup X ⊆ K((M))
is closed under segments if and only if it is closed under partial truncations,
that is under taking segments f |S for S of the form S = {(n0, . . . , nn−1) :
ni > m}.

3.3. Generalized power series. We fix for the rest of the paper an infinite
set of formal variables Var. We will denote variables and sets of variables
by x, y, z, . . .. If x is a set of variables, we will denote by Sx the set of
assignments from S for x, i.e. the set of functions from x to S.

If x, y are disjoint sets of variables, I will denote by a slight abuse of
notation (x, y) the set of variables x ∪ y.

If x, y are disjoint sets of variables, and a ∈ Sx, b ∈ Sy are assignments,
I will denote by (a, b) ∈ S(x,y) the assignment which is a on x and b on y.

Definition 3.7. Let K be a ring and x = {xi : i < n} a set of n distinct
formal variables and Λ an ordered commutative ring. A monomial in x with
exponents from Λ is an expression of the form xγ for γ ∈ Λx. The set of
monomials in x with exponents from Γ will be denoted by xΛ and forms a
partially ordered group (xΛ, ·, 1,≤) with

xαxβ = xα+β, xγ ≥ xβ ⇐⇒ γ ≤ β,

where Λx is given the product (partial) order. The intuition for reverting the
order here is that positive infinitesimals will be assigned to the components
of x.

Throughout the rest of the paper we will assume that K is an ordered field
with powers in Λ, that is that (K>0, ·) has an ordered Λ-module structure
written exponentially, that is (λ, k) 7→ kλ.

The ring K((xΛ)) is called ring of generalized power series in x with co-
efficients from K and exponents from Λ. A generalized power series is an
element of K((xΛ)), so it can be expressed as a formal sum

f =
∑

γ∈Λn

cγx
γ

where {γ ∈ Λn : kγ 6= 0} is a well-partial order (that is, it has no infinite
antichains and no infinite descending chains).

Such a series will be said to be

• non-singular if cγ = 0 for all γ 6≥ 0 (i.e. if it lies in K(((xΛ)≤1)))

• normal if f = xα(k + h) with k ∈ K 6=0 and Supph ⊆ {xγ : γ > 0}.
• p-composable if f = xα(k + h) is normal with α > 0 and k > 0.
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Remark 3.8. If x ⊆ y, then every monomial xγ is identified with the mono-
mial in y given by yβ where β ∈ Λy is given by β(z) = γ(z) if for some z ∈ y
and β(z) = 0 otherwise. This induces natural inclusions

xΛ ⊆ yΛ, K((xΛ)) ⊆ K((yΛ)).

Similarly if σ : x → y is an injection, it induces natural inclusions

σ : xΛ → yΛ, σ : K((xΛ)) → K((yΛ)).

It is convenient to extend this reindexing to non-injective σ : x → y, to
take into account the operation of forming for example f(x, x) out of f(x, y).
This is entirely possible because f(x, x) will still be summable.

Definition 3.9. If f ∈ K(((x, y)Λ)) is a generalized power series, the vari-
ables y are said to be classical in f if they appear only with integer exponents
in f . If x is a single variable and y is a set of variables, and f ∈ K(((x, y)Λ)),
then ∂xf denotes the formal derivative of f in x: if f =

∑

α,β cα,βx
αyβ, then

∂xf :=
∑

α,β

cα,βαx
α−1yβ .

A family of generalized power series F is the datum for every x ∈ Var∗ of
a subset F(x) ⊆ K((xΛ)). A family F is said to be truncation-closed if each
F(x) is closed under partial truncations (see Remark 3.6).

We say that a family F is a language of generalized power series if for any
(non-necessarily injective) reindexing function σ : x → y, σF(x) ⊆ F(y).

A language F is said to be an algebra if F(x) is a K-algebra for every x.

Remark 3.10. Notice that a family F such that F(x) is a K-algebra for every
x, is an algebra for the above definition only if it also a language.

Lemma 3.11. If a family F is truncation-closed, then the algebra it gener-
ates is truncation-closed.

Proof. Notice that by Lemma 3.2, the K-algebra generated by each F(x) is
closed under truncation provided that F(x) was. Thus it suffices to show
that if F is such that each F(x) is truncation-closed algebra then the lan-
guage generated by F is truncation-closed. To this end, it suffices to show
that if f ∈ F(x, y, z), x, y ∈ Var, z ∈ VarN for some N , then for every α ∈ Λ,
there are f0, . . . , fn−1, g0 . . . , gn−1 ∈ F(x, y, z), such that

f |{xβyγzδ : γ + β < α} =
∑

i<n

fi · gi

This again follows from the basic segmentation lemma (3.2). �

Definition 3.12. For M a multiplicatively written totally ordered Λ-vector
space, a generalized power series f in some set of variables x can be inter-
preted as a function f : (K((M<1))>0)x → K((M)) by setting for k ∈ (K>0)x,
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m ∈ (M<1)x and ε ∈ K((M<1))x

f(m(k + ε)) :=
∑

m∈Nn

∑

γ

(

γ

m

)

cγk
γ−mmγεm

where
(

γ

m

)

:=
n
∏

i=1

1

mi!

mi−1
∏

j=0

(γi − j) =
n
∏

i=1

(

γi
mi

)

.

The family (mγεm)γ∈Supp f, m∈Nn is summable: in fact (εm)m∈Nn is summable
by Neumann’s Lemma (3.3) and (mγ)γ∈Supp f is summable by hypothesis.

Given X ⊆ K((M)), we will denote by 〈X〉F , the F ∪ {+, ·}-substructure
of K((M)) generated by X where the symbols in F are interpreted as above.

If f is a series in (x, y), x ∈ Var, y ∈ Var∗, g(z) = zγ(k + h(z)) is a p-

composable series in z, and (xg(y), y) ∈ K(((x, z, y)Λ))(x,y) is the assignement
x 7→ xg(x, y), y 7→ y it is possible to define f(xg(z), y) as

f(xg(z), y) = h :=
∑

α,β,m

cα,βk
α−m

(

α

m

)

zαγh(z)myβ .

Remark 3.13. The composition has the property that for each multiplica-
tively written totally ordered Λ-vector space M and each x ∈ K((M<1))>0,
z ∈ (K((M<1))>0)z, h(x, z, y) = f(xg(z), y).

Remark 3.14. If f =
∑

α,β cα,βx
αyβ ∈ K(((x, y)Λ)) and y are classical vari-

ables in f , then we can interpret them naively: in fact for x = m(k + ε) ∈
(

K((M<1))>0
)x

and every y ∈
(

K((M<1))
)y

f(x, y) =
∑

m,β

∑

α

(

α

m

)

cα,βk
γ−mmγεmyβ.

Definition 3.15. Let F :=
(

F(x)
)

x∈Var∗
be an algebra of generalized power

series with coefficients from K and exponents from Λ. Consider the following
closure properties:

(1) F is closed under partial truncations and contains the coordinate
projections;

(2) F is closed under renormalized formal derivatives (i.e. for every f ∈
F(x, y), x is a single variable and y is a set of variables, the series
f 7→ x∂x(f) is in F(x, y));

(3) for x ∈ Var, y ∈ Varn and k ∈ K>0, if f(x, y) =
∑

α,β cα,βx
αyβ ∈

F(x, y)

f(z0(z1 + k), y) :=
∑

α,β,m

cα,βk
α−m

(

α

m

)

zα0 z
m
1 yβ ∈ F(z0, z1, y)

f(z0z1, y) :=
∑

α,β,m

cα,βz
α
0 z

α
1 y

β ∈ F(z0, z1, y);

(4) F is closed under monomial division.
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We will say that F is almost fine if it satisfies (1) and (2). And we will say
that it is fine if it satisfies (1), (2) and (3).

Remark 3.16. Points (1) and (3) together entail that x∂xf ∈ F(x, y). In
particular an amost fine algebra is fine. If x is classical in f , points (3), (4)
and (1) together entail that ∂xf ∈ F(x, y).

Remark 3.17. If F is closed under the operation of setting variables = 0
(so in particular if it is closed under partial truncations), point (3) can be
restated by saying that F is closed under right-compostion with the set of
p-composable polynomials K[x]p with positive coefficients. In particular,
given any such algebra F the smallest algebra containing F and satisfying
(3) is and is given by

Fb(z) := {f(p(z)) : p(z) ∈ K[z]x
p
, f(x) ∈ F(x)}.

Remark 3.18. If F satisfies any (i) (i < 5), then the smallest family con-
taining F and closed under monomial division is still an algebra satisfying
(i). This is clear for (1) and (4).

As for (2) observe that if x is a variable and ∂xf = xαg, then x∂xf =
αf + xα+1∂xg so xα∂xg ∈ F .

As for (3) notice that yβ|f(z0(z0+ k), y) if and only if yβ |f(x, y) and that
zα0 |f(z0(z0 + k), y) if and only if xα|f(x, y).

Lemma 3.19. Suppose F is an almost fine algebra. Then Fb is a fine
algebra.

Proof. To show Fb is fine, by Remark 3.16 we only need to show it is closed
under truncations. For this in trun it suffices to show that for each p(z) ∈
K[z]x

p
, F(p(z)) = {f(p(z)) : f ∈ F(x)} is a truncation-closed K-algebra as

then the algerba closure of the family
⋃

z,pF(p(z)) will be truncation closed
by Lemma 3.11. In fact for the same reason it is enough to restrict to
the tuples of polynomials that are compositions of polynomials of the form
z0(k + z1) with k ∈ K≥0. Thus the statement is reduced to proving that if
F(x, y) is a subalgebra of K(((x, y)Λ)) closed under truncations (with x ∈ Var
and y ∈ VarN ), then so is F(z0(z1 + k), y) for k ≥ 0.

To this end notice that if k > 0, then

f(z0(z1 + k), y)|zα0 = h(z0(z1 + k), y), h(x, y) = f(x, y)|xα

f(z0(z1 + k), y)|zn1 =
∑

m<n

zm1 k−mhm(z0, y), hm(x, y) = (x∂x)
mf(x, y)

If instead k = 0, the statement is trivial. �

In the next section we shall prove

Theorem 3.20. Let F be an almost fine algebra of generalized power series.
Then for every X ⊆ K((M)) closed under truncations, 〈X ∪M〉F is closed
under truncations.

Remark 3.21. Notice that if F contains the univaried series
∑

n∈N xn, then
〈X ∪M〉F is a subfield.
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3.4. Infinitesimally convergent power series. The main idea to prove
Theorem 3.20 is that we can reduce to the study of restricted power series
with coefficients in K((M)). The key step to accomplish this is Lemma 3.29.

Definition 3.22. Let x = {xi : i < n} be a set of n distinct variables.
An element f ∈ K((M × xN)) where M × xN is given the product par-
tial order, will be called an infinitesimally convergent or restricted power-
series with coefficients in K((M)). It can be regarded as a power-series
f =

∑

m∈Nn rmxm ∈
(

K((M))
)

[[x]] with the property that

SuppM(f) :=
⋃

{Supp rm : m ∈ Nn}

is well ordered. We say that f is composable if SuppM(f) ≤ 1 and r0 ∈
K((M<1)). We define a coefficient-wise truncation f‖m for f ∈ K((M× xN))
and m ∈ M by

(f‖m)(x) :=
∑

m

(rm|m)xm.

Given an n-tuple of composable power series with generalized coefficients,

(gi(z))i<n ∈ K((M≤1 × zN
l

)), and said g ∈ K((M≤1 × zN
l

))x the assignment
xi 7→ gi(z), we can define f(g(z)) as

f(g(z)) :=
∑

m∈Nn

rmg(z)m =
∑

m∈Nn

rm
∏

i<n

gi(z)
mi .

In fact the family (rmg(z)m)m∈Nn is summable in K((M× zN)).
If L is a set of infinitesimally convergent Laurent series with coefficients

in K((M)), then we denote by L◦ ⊆ L the subset of composable series in L.
If A(x) is a subring of infinitesimally convergent power series in the variables
x and B(y) = B◦(y) is a set of composable series, then we denote

• by A(B(y)) the set of compositions of elements in A with tuples in
B;

• by A[B(y)] the ring generated by the A(B(y)).

If L is a set of infinitesimal convergent Laurent series with coefficients in
K((M)) we denote by L∗ the smallest algebra containing L that is closed
under composition with composable series in L∗.

Remark 3.23. A composable power series with generalized coefficients in an
empty set of variables is just an element a ∈ K((M<1)). So the evaluation
of f at a tuple a from K((M<1)) is a particular instance of composition.

Remark 3.24. If f =
∑

γ,l kγ,lx
γyl is a generalized power series all of whose

classical variables are among the y variables and x = m(a+ε) with a ∈ K>0,
then f(x, y) = fam(ε, y) where fam(z, y) is the infinitesimally convergent
power given by

fam(z, y) :=
∑

m,l

rmzmyl, with rm :=
∑

γ

(

γ

m

)

kγa
γ−mmγ .
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Definition 3.25. Given an almost fine F and a multiplicatively written
Λ-vector space M, we denote by FM the set of power series with coefficients
in K((M)) given by the series of the form y−mf(m, y) where f ∈ Fb(x, y)
and ym|f(m, y), x is a tuple containing all non-classical variables of f and
m ∈ (M<1)x.

Remark 3.26. Notice that a subring of K((M)) containing K and M is closed
under F if and only if it is closed under the family of infinitesimally conver-
gent power series

MFM := {nf(y) : n ∈ M, f ∈ FM}.

Lemma 3.27. Let F be an almost fine set of composable generalized power
series. Then MFM is closed under ‖-truncations and formal derivatives.

Proof. The fact that MFM is closed under formal derivatives immediately
descends from the fact that Fb is closed under renormalized formal deriva-
tives.

To see FM is closed under ‖-truncations, it is enough to apply Lemma 3.2
and the hypothesis that F is closed under partial truncations. �

Lemma 3.28. If L(x) ⊆ K((M × xZ)) is a subring (resp. subgroup, non-
unital subring), then

{f ∈ L(x) : ∀m ∈ M, f‖m ∈ L(x)}

is a subring (resp. subgroup, non-unital subring).

Proof. It suffices to show that if f(x) :=
∑

m rmxm, g(x) :=
∑

l slx
l, are

elements of L(x) such that f‖m, g‖m ∈ L(x) for all m ∈ M, then f(x)·g(x) ∈
L(x). Let R = SuppM(f) and S = Supp| fM(g). These are both well
ordered so for fixed m, by Lemma 3.2 there are finite n0 < . . . < na−1 in R
and p0 > . . . > pa in S such that for each m ∈ R, l ∈ S

(rm · sl)|m =
∑

j<a

(rm|nj) · (sl|pj+1 − sl|pj).

But then it suffices to observe that

(f · g)‖m =
∑

p





∑

m+l=p

rmsl



 xp =

=
∑

j<a

∑

p





∑

m+l=p

(rm|nj)(sl|pj+1 − sl|pj)



 xp =

=
∑

j<a

(f‖nj)(x)
(

(g‖pj+1)(x)− (g‖pj)(x)
)

which concludes the proof. �
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Lemma 3.29. Assume A(x) ⊆ K((M × xZ)) is a subring closed under ‖-
truncations and formal derivatives and that B(y) ⊆ K((M × yZ)) is closed
under ‖-truncations. Then

A[B◦(y)] := Z[f(g(y)) : f(x) ∈ A(x), g(y) ∈ B◦(y)x]

is closed under ‖-truncations.

Proof. Let x = {xi : i < n} have n distinct variables and notice that we
can assume without loss of generality that x ⊆ A(x). Let f(x) ∈ A(x) and
g := (gxi := gi)i<n ∈ B◦(y)x be a x-tuple from B◦(y). We are going to prove
by induction on the pair of order types respectively of S :=

⋃

i<n SuppM(gi)
and R := SuppM(f), that f(g(y)) ∈ A[B◦(y)].

Fix m and let v = vm be the natural valuation of m, and notice that

f̃(x, z) := f(x + z) =
∑

h,l

(

h+ l

l

)

rh+lx
lzh =

∑

h

1

h!
(∂hf)(x)z

h.

We distinguish two cases.
Case 1. If vS 6> vm = v, then

⋃

j<n SuppM(gj‖v) has strictly smaller
order type than S, so by the inductive hypothesis for all n ∈ M and all
multi-indexes h, (∂hf)(g‖v)‖n ∈ L∗. We can rewrite f(g(y)) as

f(g) = f̃
(

g‖v, g − (g‖v)
)

=
∑

h

(g − g‖v)h
1

h!
(∂hf)(g‖v)

and observe that (∂hf‖v)(g‖v) = ((∂hf)(g))‖v and that for |h| large enough,
(

(g − g‖v)h
)

‖m = 0, so for some large enough M ∈ N,

f(g)‖m =
∑

|h|<M

(

(g − g‖v)h
1

h!
(∂hf)(g‖v)

)

∥

∥m

and we can conclude.
Case 2. If vS > vm = v, then g‖v = g. Let for each m ∈ Nn,

mm :=

{

max{n ∈ Supp(rm) : n ∼ m, gm‖(m/n) 6= gm} if it exists

sup{n ∈ Supp(rm) : n < [m]∼} otherwise.

Notice that mm is given by the first option whenever {n ∈ Supp(rm) : n ∼
m, gm‖(m/n) 6= gm} 6= ∅, and that in the second option the sup is in fact a
maximum whenever {n ∈ Supp(rm) : n < [m]∼} 6= ∅, and it is−∞ otherwise.
Set p = maxm∈N mm and notice that if p 6∼ m, then mm is given by the second
option for every m and

(

(rm|p) · gm
)

‖m = (rm|p) · gm so f(g)‖m = (f‖p)(g).
We may therfore assume that R ∋ p ∼ m and set f1 := (f − f‖p)/p ∈ A/p,
so

(f − f‖p)(g)‖m = p ·
(

f1(g)‖(m/p)
)

By construction g is now in the hypothesis of case (1) for m/p and we can
conclude that (f − f‖p)(g)‖m ∈ A[B◦(y)].
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On the other hand (f‖p)(g) ∈ A[B◦(y)] by the inductive hypothesis be-
cause the order type of SuppM(f‖p) is strictly smaller than the order type
of R. This concludes the proof. �

Proposition 3.30. If L is an algebra of infinitesimally convergent power se-
ries with coefficients in K((M)) which is closed under truncations and formal
derivatives then L∗ is

(1) closed under formal derivatives;
(2) closed under ‖-truncations, i.e. if f(x) =

∑

m rmxm ∈ L∗ and m ∈
M, then f‖m :=

∑

m(rm|m)xm ∈ (LM)∗.

Proof. (1) is trivial by the chain rule.
(2) first observe that by Lemma 3.28, the set of t ∈ L∗ such that t‖M ⊆ L∗

is a subring of L∗, then apply Lemma 3.29 to conclude that since it contains
L and is closed under composition, it must be the whole L∗. �

Proof of Theorem 3.20. Suppose X ⊆ K((M)) is closed under truncations
and contains M and K. Then 〈X〉F is the set of constants in (MFM ∪X)∗.
By Lemma 3.27 the family MFM is closed under truncations and formal
derivatives and thus so is X ∪MFM. By Proposition 3.30 (MFM ∪X)∗ is
closed under truncations, in particular its constants are. �

4. Serial power-bounded structures

The following definition is partially modelled upon the definition of GQA
in [15]. The idea is to require that the language L has both enough func-
tions to represent all definable functions as terms and that the germs of the
functions in L are somehow regular enough to be represented by generalized
power series.

Definition 4.1. Let KL = (K, L) be a power-bounded o-minimal field in
some functional language expansion L, consisting for each n and r ∈ (K>0)n

of a K-algebra L(r) of functions on
∏

i(0, ri) containing the coordinate pro-
jections. Suppose furthermore that f satisfies:

(1) for every f ∈ L(r), x ∈
∏

i(0, ri) and σ ∈ {−1, 0,+1}n, there is a
fx,σ such that f(x+ σz) = fx,σ(z) for all small enough z > 0;

(2) the K algebra Ln of germs at the origin of functions in L(r) for some
r ∈ (K>0)n is closed under renormalized partial derivatives, that is
if f ∈ Ln, then xi∂if where xi is the germ of the projection on the
i-th coordinate and ∂if is the derivative in the i-th variable;

(3) KL has a Skolem Theory.

Let Λ be the field of exponents of KL. Let for every n, Tn be an injective
algebra embedding Tn : Ln → K((xΛ)) satisfying T (xi) = xi and Tn(xi∂if) =
xi∂iT (f) for for any coordinate projection xi : K

n → K.
Given a multiplicatively written ordered Λ-vector space M, we will say

that (KL,T ) is M-serial if KL satisfies (1), (2) and (3) and furthermore
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(4) interpreting f ∈ L(r) by setting for every x ∈
∏

i(0, ri)K, and ε ∈
K((M<1))

f(x+ ε) := Tn(fx,sgn(ε))(|ε|)

makes K((M)) ⊇ K an elementary extension of K (we denote by
K((M))T , the field K((M)) expanded with such interpretation of sym-
bols in L).

We say that (KL,T ) is serial if it is M-serial for every multiplicatively
written ordered Λ-vector space M. If the image of Tn is truncation closed
for every n, then we say that (KL,T ) is truncation closed. We denote by
T (L) the (closure under reindexing of the variables of the) algebras series
in the image of T .

Remark 4.2. If each L(r) contains (the restriction of) 1/xi for each coordi-
nate function xi (as would usually be the case since KL is assumed to have a
Skolem theory), then the condition on Tn can be simplified to that of being
a truncation closed differential algebra embedding.

Example 4.3. Every real closed field K has an expansion by definable
functions that is serial with a natural choice of T . Consider for every
F (x, y) ∈ K[x0, . . . xn−1, y] such that (∂yF )(0, 0) 6= 0, the unique solution
fF :

∏

i<n(0, ri) → K of F (x, fF (x)) = 0 defined for suitably small ris.

Then let for each r ∈ (K>0)n, L(r) consist of closure under partial deriva-
tives of the algebra of functions generated by the functions fF ◦g where fF is
as above for some F for which fF is defined on

∏

i(0, ri) and g = (g0, . . . gn−1)
is a tuple of functions that are either constants in K or of the form x 7→ xqi
for some q ∈ Q and some i < n. Notice Tn is defined naturally on the germs
at the origin of the fF s described above as they arise as implicit functions
for polynomial equations. Tn has then a natural extension to Ln.

Example 4.4. By [21, Thm. 2.14] the structure Ran is interdefinable with
a serial structure with the natural T . In particular, by Corollary 4.9 so is
every reduct of Ran.

[23, Prop. 10.4], can be restated by saying that the structure RG is interde-
finable with a M-serial structure for all M with finitely many Archimedean
classes.

Remark 4.5. Notice that T (L) is an almost fine algebra of generalized series.

Lemma 4.6. Suppose (KL,T ) is M-serial and truncation closed and K ∪
M ⊆ E ⊆ K((M))T is truncation closed. Then E is L-closed if and only if it
is T (L)-closed.

Proof. Suppose E is T (L)-closed, since E contains K and M, for every x ∈ E

and every f ∈ L, f(x) ∈ E by definition of K((M))T .
Suppose E is L closed, then it must clearly be T (L)-closed. �

Proposition 4.7. Suppose (KL,T ) is M-serial and truncation-closed and
K ⊆ E ⊆ K((M)) is a truncation closed elementary substructure. If x ∈
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K((M)) is such that for all m ∈ M, x|m 6= x → x|m ∈ E, then E〈x〉L is
truncation-closed.

Proof. Notice that N := M ∩ E must be a subgroup of M and that E =
〈X〉T (L) for some truncation closed subset X (e.g. X = E). We distinguish

two cases. If Suppx has a minimum m, then E〈x〉L = E〈m〉 = 〈X ∪N′〉T (L)

where N′ := NmΛ.
If instead Suppx has no minimium, then E〈x〉L = E〈x〉T (L) = 〈X ∪

{x}〉T (L) and we are done once again. �

Lemma 4.8. Suppose (KL,T ) is M-serial for every M in some class C
and L0 ⊆ L. Then there is an expansion by definition L∗ ⊆ L such that
(KL∗

,T |L∗
) is M-serial for every M ∈ C.

Proof. Notice KL0
can be Skolemized to KL1

using symbols in L, moreover,
since Skolem functions are definable in o-minimal theories, L1 can be built
as an expansion by definitions. Similarly L1 can be closed within L under
renormalized derivatives of the germs to get some L2 and in turn L3 can be
closed under condition (1) by still only choosing symobls from L to get some
L3. Repeating this process ω many times and taking the union yields the
required L∗. Such L∗ still satisfies point (4) because elementary extensions
are preserved under reducts. �

Corollary 4.9. If (KL,T ) is M-serial and truncation closed and the image

of Tn lies within
⋃

n∈NK((z1/(n+1)Z)), then every reduct of (KL,T ) has an
expansion by definition that is serial and truncation closed.

Remark 4.10. If A := {Am,n,r : m,n ∈ N, r ∈ (R>0)m+n} is a generalized
quasianalytic algebra as defined in [15, Sec. 2] and let Λ be the field of expo-
nents of RA. Defining L by setting for r ∈ (R>0)n A(r) := An,0,r|∏

i<n(0,ri)

and L(r) := {f ◦ xα : α ∈ Λn, f ∈ A(r)}, should yield a power bounded
structure RL satisfying (1), (2) and (3) of Definition 4.1 by [15, Cor. 5.3].

Question 4.11. Let A be a generalized quasianalytic algebra as defined in
[15, Sec. 2]. Is RA interdefinable with a serial structure?

Remark 4.12. Notice that if λ is greater than every ordinal embeddable in
the field of exponents Λ then K((M))λ ⊆ K((M))T is an L-substructure. We
denote the resulting expansion of K((M))λ to a L-structure by K((M))Tλ .

5. The Mourgues-Ressayre constructions revisited

Definition 5.1. An rv-sected model of T−
convex is a quadruple E := (E,O,K,M)

where (E,O) is a model of T−
convex, K �tame E is a T -section for the residue

field and M is a K-monomial group. The rv-sected model of T−
convex E will

be said to be above (E,O) |= Tconvex; K �tame E and M will be referred to
respectively as the residue section and monomial group of E .

An embedding of rv-sected models ι : E0 → E1 is an embedding embedding
ι : (E0,O0) → (E1,O1) of the underlying models of T−

convex such that ι(K0) ⊆
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K1 and ι(M0) ⊆ M1. In such a case we will also say that the rv-sections
E0, E1 are compatible with ι : (E0,O0) → (E1,O1).

For T a power-bounded theory, and embedding of models of T−
convex,

ι : (E,O) → (E1,O1) will be said to be λ-bounded if it has the following
property: for every rv-sected E , E1 above (E,O) and (E1,O1) respectively,
such that ι : E → E1 is an embedding of rv-sected models, (E1,O1) is λ-
bounded wim-constructible over (dclT (EM1),CH(K)).

Remark 5.2. Notice that this does not create ambiguity with the previous
definition of λ-bounded wim-constructible, as an extension of models of
T−
convex is λ-bounded wim-constructible if and only if it is both λ-bounded

and wim-constructible as shown by the following

Lemma 5.3. Let T be power-bounded with field of exponents Λ. The fol-
lowing are equivalent for an extension ι : (E,O) → (E′,O′) of models of
T−
convex:

(1) there is sequence (Ei,Oi) such that (Ei,Oi) =
⋃

j<i(Ej+1,Oj+1) and

every (Ei+1,Oi+1) is a principal extension of (Ei,Oi) which is either
λ-bounded weakly immediate or valuational;

(2) ι is λ-bounded.

Proof. (1) ⇒ (2), observe that a compostion of λ-bounded extensions is
λ-bounded, therefore it suffices to show that if (E,O) ⊆ (E〈x〉,O1) is a
principal extension which is either λ-bounded weakly immediate or valu-
ational, then the extension is λ-bounded. If it is λ-bounded weakly im-
mediate there is nothing to prove, in the other case there is c ∈ E such
that vO1

(x − c) /∈ vO1
E. Notice that if M is a monomial group for (E,O),

and vO(y) ∈ vO1
(E1) \ vO(E), then by the rv-property M1 := MyΛ is a

monomial group for (E1,O1) and one easily sees that E〈x〉 = dclT (M1E).
(2) ⇒ (1) add one element at a time. �

Lemma 5.4. If T ′ is the theory of an on-minimal field, T is a power-
bounded reduct and (E,O) ≺ (E∗,O∗) |= T ′

convex is λ-wim constructible for
some λ ≥ |T ′|+, then the underlying extension of reducts to Tconvex is λ-
bounded.

Proof. Since λ-bounded extensions of models of T are closed under compo-
sition, it suffices to show that every (E∗,O∗) := (E〈x〉T ′ ,Ox) ≻ (E,O) |=
T ′
convex with x T ′

convex-weakly immediate over (E,O), is λ-bounded qua ex-
tension of models of T .

By Lemma 5.3, it suffices to show that (E∗,O∗) ≻ (E,O) |= Tconvex is a
composition of principal extensions that are either λ-bounded immediate or
valuational.

Since by Remark 2.9 r(E∗,O∗) = r(E,O), and T is power-bounded, given
a dclT -basis (xi : i < µ) of E∗ over E, for every i, xi is either valautional
or weakly immediate over Ei := E〈xj : j < i〉. So it suffices to show that
whenever tp(xi/Ei) is weakly immediate, it must have cofinality < λ.
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Notice that by hypothesis E<xi has cofinality < λ and that it must be
µ ≤ |T ′|, therefore E<xi

i \E<xi if non-empty has cofinality at most |T |+ |i| ≤
|T ′|. It follows that E<xi

i has cofinality < λ. �

Definition 5.5. Suppose KL |= T is power-bounded with field of exponents
Λ and that (KL,T ) is serial. For every multiplicatively written ordered Λ-
vector space M, we will denote by [K((M))λ,CH(K)]T the rv-sected model
of Tconvex

(

K((M))Tλ ,CH(K),K,M
)

.
Given a rv-sected model of Tconvex E with residue section (T -isomorphic

to) K, a t.c. embedding is an embedding of rv-sected models of T−
convex, ι :

E → [K((N))λ,CH(K)]T for some λ such that the image of ι is a truncation-
closed subfield of [K((N))λ,CH(K)]T .

Let (E,O) � (E1,O1) and E an rv-sected model above (E,O). A t.c. em-
bedding ι : E → [K((M))λ,CH(K)]T will be said to be v-maximal within
(E1,O1) if every proper extension of ι along some Tconvex-extension j :
(E,O) � (E2,O2) factoring the inclusion (E,O) � (E1,O1) is such that
vO2

(E) 6= vO2
(E2).

Context: Througuout the rest of the section (KL,T ) will be a serial
power-bounded structure with field of exponents Λ, T will be the theory of
(KL,T ) and T ′ will be the theory of an o-minimal expansion KL′ of KL.

Lemma 5.6. Assume η : E0 → E1 is a λ-bounded extension of rv-sected
models of T−

convex with residue section K; Ei be above Ei and with monomial
group Mi (for i ∈ {0, 1}). Assume furthemore η|K = id.

If ι : E0 → [K((N))λ,CH(K)]T is a λ-bounded truncation closed embed-
ding, and j : M1 → N is an (ordered Λ-linear) extension of ι|M0

, then
ι extends along η to a λ-bounded truncation closed embedding ι1 : E1 →
[K((N))λ,CH(K)]T such that ι1|M1

= j.

Proof. By Lemma 5.3, it suffices to prove the statement in the case two
cases E1 = E0〈m〉 with m ∈ M1 \ ηM0 and E1 = E〈x〉 with x λ-bounded
immediate.

In the first case, by Proposition 4.7, (ιE0)〈jm〉T is truncation closed and
we are done.

If x is λ-bounded immediate and (xi)i<µ ∈ E
µ
0 is a p.c.-sequence for x,

then we can set ι(x) to be the only element of (K((N))λ,CH(K)) which
is a pseudolimit for (ιxi)i<µ and is such that ι(x)|m 6= ι(x) ⇒ ι(x)|m ∈
ιE0. Again by Proposition 4.7 (ιE0)〈ι(x)〉T is truncation closed and we are
done. �

Theorem 5.7. If (E,O) |= T ′
convex, KL′ �tame E, O = CH(K), and λ is

large enough, then there is an expansion (M,O1) of some [K((N))λ,CH(K)]T
to a model of (T ′)−convex and a λ-bounded wim-constructible T ′-elementary
embedding ι : (E,O) → (M,O′) with truncation-closed image.
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Proof. Let ελ : (E,O) → (Eλ,Oλ) be an elementary embedding of (E,O)
into its λ-bounded spherical completion. We can assume ελ is an inclusion
and K �tame Eλ.

Let E := (E,O,K,M) and Eλ := (E,O,K,N) be rv-sections above the
T−
convex reducts of (E,O) and (Eλ,Oλ), compatible with ελ.
Be Lemma 5.6, if λ is large enough there is a λ-bounded truncation closed

embedding ι′ : E → [K((M))λ,CH(K)]T .
Let ι′′ be the composition of ι′ with the natural inclusion

[K((M))λ,CH(K)]T →֒ [K((N))λ,CH(K)]T .

Observe that ι′′ also has a truncation closed image. Again by Lemma 5.6,
ι′′ can be extended along ελ to a λ-bounded truncation closed embedding
η : (Eλ,Oλ) → [K((N))λ,CH(K)]T , now observe that since (Eλ,Oλ) is λ-
spherically complete, η must be an isomorphism. The image of η ◦ ελ is the
image of ι′′, so it is truncation closed. �

Definition 5.8. Given a model of (E,O) |= T−
convex. We say that and

ordered exponential exp : E → E>0 is compatible if exp(O) ⊆ O.
In presence of a compatible exponential, we will say that a t.c. embedding

ι : E → [K((N))Tλ ,CH(K)]T , with E = (E,O,K,M) is

• dyadic (after Ressayre [14]) if ι : E → [K((N))λ,CH(K)]T is such that
ι logM ⊆ K((N>1))λ;

• T4 (after Schmeling [17]) if for every sequence of monomials (mn)n∈N
with ιmn+1 ∈ Supp(ι logmn) for all n ∈ N, there is N ∈ N such that
for all n ≥ N , ι logmn = cn ± ιmn+1 for some cn with Supp cn >
ιmn+1.

We will call R.S. embedding (for Ressyare Schmeling) a t.c. embedding that
is both dyadic and T4.

Lemma 5.9. Let j : (E,O) � (E∗,O∗) be a λ-bounded extension of models
of T−

convex expanded with a compatible exponential. Let N be a multiplicative
copy of the value group of (E∗,O∗). Assume E is an rv-secting of (E,O) and
ι : E → [K((N))λ,CH(K)]T is a R.S. embedding, maximal within (E∗,O∗).
Then there is an rv-secting E∗ of (E∗,O∗) extending E, such that ι extends
to a R.S. embedding ι∗ : E∗ → [K((N))λ,CH(K)]T .

Proof. The same argument of Ressayre’s [14] (see also [2]). Notice it suf-
fices to show the statement with N a sufficiently saturated multiplciatively
written ordered Λ-vector space.

Let M be the monomial group of the fixed rv-secting E on (E,O). By
hypothesis ιM ⊆ N and log ιM ⊆ K((N>1)). Pick an x ∈ E1 \ E, it suffices
to show that we can extend ι to a R.S. embedding of some extension Eω of
E above some intermediate (Eω,Oω), (E,O) � (Eω,Oω) � (E∗,O∗) which is
closed under exponentiation.

Consider E〈x〉T . Since ι is v-maximal within (E∗,O∗), wlog v(E〈x〉T ) 6=
vE, for otherwise by Lemma 5.6, this would contradict maximality. Thus
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without loss of generality we can assume that E〈x〉T = E〈y〉T where v(y) /∈
v(E) and y /∈ O∗.

We now inductively build a sequence (yi)i<ω ∈ E∗ such that y0 = y and
for every i, yi /∈ O∗, vO∗

(yi) /∈ vO∗
E +

∑

j<iΛvO∗
(yj), log |yi| − yi+1 ∈ E

and ι(log |yi| − yi+1) ∈ K((N>1)).
Given (yj)j<i+1, observe that (log |yi|+O∗)∩E = ∅ because yi /∈ O∗ and

vO∗
(yi) /∈ vO∗

(E). Notice that since log |yi| is either weakly immediate λ-
bounded or valuational over the extension (E,CH(O)), either vO∗

(log |yi| −
ci) /∈ vO∗

E for some c ∈ E or log |yi| is a pseudo-limit of a p.c. sequence,
however since ι was v-maximal within (E∗,O∗) this second option would
imply log |yi| ∈ E, but this would contradict that E is exp-closed. Thus
there is ci ∈ E such that vO∗

(log |yi| − ci) /∈ vO∗
E.

Since (log |yi| + O∗) ∩ E = ∅, it follows that log |yi| − ci /∈ O∗, we can
thus change the choice of ci so that ci ∈ K((N>1)), mantaining the property
vO∗

(log |yi| − ci) /∈ vO∗
E.

Setting yi+1 := log |yi| − ci we have an extension of the sequence with
the required properties: this is because by construction 1 ≺ yi+1 ≺ log |yi|
so 1 ≺ |yi+1|

Λ ≤ exp(|yi+1|) ≺ yi, so in particular vO∗
yi+1 is Λ-linearly

independent over vO∗
E from {vO∗

(yj) : j < i+ 1}.
Let M1 := M ·

⋃

i<ω yΛ0 · . . . · yΛi , E′
1 = E〈yi : i < ω〉T and E ′

1 =
(E′

1,O
′
1,K,M1). Observe E ′

1 extends E .
Let h : M1 → N be an extension of ι|M to M1. By Lemma 5.6 ι :

E → (K((N))λ,CH(K)) extends to a ι′1 : E ′
1 → (K((N))λ,CH(K)) such that

ι′1|M′

1
= h.

Again by Lemma 5.6 ι′1 extends to a ι1 : E1 → (K((N))λ,CH(K)) that is
v-maximal within (E∗,O∗).

Notice (E1,O1) is closed under logarithms and that:

• ι1 logM1 ⊆ K((N>1));
• Supp ι1 log |yi| ⊆ ιM ∪ {ι1yi+1}

Now inductively define a sequence ιn : En → K((N)) such that ιn is max-
imal within (E∗,O∗), (En,On) is closed under logarithms, ιn(logMn) ⊆
K((N>1)) and Mn+1 = exp(ι−1

n (K((N>1)))). The base case is given by the
(E1,O1) constructed above and the inductive step is possible by Lemma 5.6
because Mn ⊆ Mn+1. Setting ιω =

⋃

n ιn we get the desired extension. �

Corollary 5.10. Suppose (E,O) is a λ-bounded extension of (KL′ ,KL′) |=
(T ′)−convex with T ′ exponential and M is a multiplicative copy of the value
group of (E,O). Then there is some E above (E,O) and a R.S. embedding
E → [K((M))λ,CH(K)]T .

We have said enough to deduce Theorem C of the introduction.

Theorem 5.11. Let (E,O) |= T ′
convex with residue KL′, (Eλ,Oλ) its T ′-

λ-spherical completion and N a multiplicative copy of the value group of
(Eλ,Oλ). Suppose T

′ defines an exponential and λ is a large enough cardinal.
Then there is a Tconvex-isomorphism η : (Eλ,Oλ) →

(

K((N))Tλ ,CH(K)
)

such
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that η(E) is truncation closed and the expansion of
(

K((N))Tλ ,CH(K)
)

by

η ◦ exp ◦η−1 satisfies (D) and (T4) in the introduction.

Proof. Let ελ : (E,O) → (Eλ,Oλ) be an elementary embedding of (E,O)
into its T -λ-spherical completion. Let M be a section of the value group
of (E,O) and let E = (E,O,K,M). By Corollary 5.10, if λ is large enough
there is a transserial Tconvex-embedding ι′ : E → [K((M))λ,CH(K)]T . By
Lemma 5.9, ι′ can be extended along ελ to a transserial embedding η : Eλ →
[K((N))λ,CH(K)]T , for some Eλ above (Eλ,Oλ) extending E . Now observe
that since (Eλ,Oλ) is λ-spherically complete η must be an isomorphism.
The map η ◦ ελ is then truncation-closed and η ◦ exp ◦η−1 is an exponential
on
(

K((N))Tλ ,CH(K)
)

satisfying (D) and (T4) in the introduction. �

Corollary 5.12 (Mantova). Let RL be a reduct of Ran defining the restricted
exponential, then every elementary extension of RL,exp has an elementary
truncation closed embedding in No.

Proof. Let (RAn,T ) be the standard serial structure interdefinable with Ran.
By Example 4.4 and Lemma 4.8, we can assume without loss of generality
that (RL,T |) is serial. Let T = Th(RL). Notice that every elementary exten-
sion E � RL,exp is tame, thus in particular the T−

convex-reduct of (E,CH(R))
is a λ-bounded extension of (RL,RL) |= T−

convex for every large enough λ.
Let (Eλ,Oλ) � (E,CH(R)) and

η : (Eλ,Oλ) →
(

R((N))
T |
λ ,CH(R)

)

be as in Theorem 5.11.
Observe that since (RL,T |) is serial

(

R((N))
T |
λ ,CH(R)

)

is an L-elementary

substructure of (R((N))T |,CH(R)). Now (R((N)), η◦ log ◦η−1) is a transserial
Hahn field as defined in [3, Def. 6.2].

By [3, Thm. 8.1] there is a transserial initial embedding ι : R((N))T | →
No: that is, an embedding that is the identity on the reals, sends monomials
to monomials and preserves logarithms and formal infinite sums. Since
(RL,T |) is serial this entails that actually ι is L-elementary. On the other
hand by [24, Thm. 3.2], Th(RL,exp) is still model complete, so

ι| : (R((N))Tλ , η ◦ exp ◦η−1) → No

is (L, exp)-elementary. Now η(E) is truncation closed by Theorem 5.11, so
(ι ◦ η)(E) is truncation closed and elementary. �
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